
Collaborative Deposition Review
Building a stronger case faster in the cloud

Video is rarely looked at before the eve of trial, as it’s expen-
sive to synchronize to transcripts. The tools that do enable the 
side-by-side review of a video with its transcript are difficult 
to use. Video’s ability to display the nonverbal elements of 
the delivery of testimony makes it a particularly rich source of 
potential evidence that can go entirely unutilized due to the 
expense and difficulty of using it.

Each deposition is siloed. Lacking a way to search across multi-
ple deposition transcripts, consistently track issues, or aggre-
gate team insights, case teams must perform the same work 
multiple times and often from scratch with each new phase of 
the case, from further deposition preparation to motions to trial.

Few tools today allow case teams to effectively and collabora-
tively review depositions. As a result, the case strategy develop-
ment process for most case teams today is rife with manual work, 
lost work, siloed work, and duplicative work that can crowd out 
the substantive legal thinking that drives case outcomes.

Depositions exist largely on paper and in PDFs, causing excru-
ciating time to evidence and increasing the risk of missing key 
deposition testimony. Manual workflows scattered between 
tools and processes limit case teams’ ability to develop and 
present a winning story.
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Each attorney is siloed. Lacking a way to collaborate on depo-
sition review and related case strategy development, case team 
members are stuck building a case in isolation from their team’s 
thinking – and a career without the benefit of observing how 
more seasoned attorneys approach reviewing evidence.

Low-value administrative work is required to use, cite, or pres-
ent deposition testimony in any way, and clients are increasingly 
reluctant to pay for attorneys to perform these tasks.

What is Case Builder?
DISCO Case Builder is a collaborative deposition management 
and review platform that provides your case team with a single, 
searchable place for all depositions and related materials in 
your cases, and the tools to collaborate and execute on case 
tasks and strategy. Case Builder automates everything that’s 
low-value, redundant, and siloed about deposition review and 
trial preparation today, and makes high-value work easier, giving 
your teams more time to develop case strategy and win.

What are the capabilities?
With Case Builder, your case team can:

 ■ Review videos, transcripts, and exhibits together to get a 
complete picture of your deposition testimony.

 ■ Search within and across all of your depositions, team notes, 
and work product in a single view.

 ■ Collaborate with your team in real time on notes and work prod-
uct using team-wide tagging structures.

 ■ Systemize witness assessment by building searchable witness 
profiles for future reference by anyone at the firm.

 ■ Eliminate tedious manual work with instant exports of issue 
summaries, highlights, designations, videos, and more.

 ■ Easily add deposition testimony to your motions by copying and 
pasting excerpts that are automatically formatted to Bluebook 
citation and style guidelines.

Customer story (video): Jonathan Negretti, Founder 
& Principal Attorney, Negretti & Associates credits his 
team’s use of Case Builder with obtaining a favorable 
verdict for their client.

“One of my favorite Case Builder stories is when 

I used the platform in trial to impeach a witness 

in real time. The witness was giving testimony.  

I remembered from preparation that that was 

in opposite of what the witness had said during 

their deposition that was taken a year earlier.  

I literally pulled up the DISCO platform in court. 

I was able to quickly search for the information 

I was looking for, I found it, and then I was able 

to play it for the judge to show the court the 

impeachment that had occurred.”

“I even got a smirk from the judge, kind of a nod 

of, ‘Good work — and not only that, but good use 

of technology to find that so quickly on the fly.’”

See Jonathan’s story:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n0BEO13hfew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n0BEO13hfew
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Why DISCO Case Builder?
Designed by a team that pairs deep domain expertise with 
world-class engineering talent, DISCO Case Builder works the 
way legal professionals expect a deposition review platform to 
work, providing exactly the functionality they want and need – 
and nothing they don’t. 

The Case Builder platform features several differentiated capa-
bilities that delight and drive value for users:

Get your deposition videos automatically synced to your 
transcripts — at no cost. This process performed by videogra-
phers or court reporters can cost anywhere from $200-$1000+ 
per deposition, which often makes it prohibitively expensive 
and as a result, renders case teams’ strategic use of the depo-
sition videos virtually impossible. With Case Builder’s automatic, 
no-cost deposition video synchronization to transcripts, case 
teams can easily make strategic use of deposition videos in 
every case from the very beginning – without any added cost. 
The platform enables teams to review these synced videos with 
complete context alongside transcripts, exhibits, and notes, as 
well as export clip lists that automate the creation of video clips 
in trial presentation platforms for stronger, faster, lower-cost trial 
preparation.

Easily copy and paste excerpts of deposition testimony into 
a motion with the Bluebook citation and style guidelines 
automatically applied. This process is tedious, and typically 
performed by attorneys. Extra billable time spent running down 
citations can result in time write-downs. With the copy/paste 
feature in Case Builder, case teams can automate some of the 
menial, low-value work that’s at highest risk of write-off and 
human error and reallocate that time towards the substantive, 
high-value legal work of case strategy development and trial 
preparation.

Export video clip lists from Case Builder that automate the 
creation of video clips in trial presentation tools such as 
TrialDirector, OnCue, and Sanction. The process of preparing 
video clips for presentation at trial is manual, stressful, costly, 
and introduces the risk of human error that could make or break 
a case. Using video clip list exports in Case Builder, case teams 
can prepare for trial faster, for a lower cost, and with complete 
confidence that the right video will be presented in the most 
compelling possible way at trial, allowing teams to reserve more 
time and budget for the highest-value legal work and to more 
consistently use deposition videos to strengthen their case and 
trial strategies from the get-go.

View all of your key deposition excerpts – including the 
corresponding video – in a single place, from which you 
can search, edit, and export in seconds. It’s exceptionally 
challenging for case teams to locate and use the best testimony 
from across the hundreds or even thousands of annotations that 
case teams typically create over the life of a matter between 
multiple witnesses and documents. Using the Annotations page 
in Case Builder, case teams can identify and understand key 
narratives and themes from across all depositions and witnesses 
at a glance, pinpoint key evidence to make the strongest argu-
ment faster, and more quickly prepare work product for use in 
depositions or trial preparation, motion practice, or settlement 
discussions.

Download your guide to building a business case for 
technology in your law firm

https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/5a0da7a5be982900010f0a48/62a89ad1ceb3ba35d48ba934_204412_V1_dis-q1-business-case-builder_US%20Version.pdf
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/5a0da7a5be982900010f0a48/62a89ad1ceb3ba35d48ba934_204412_V1_dis-q1-business-case-builder_US%20Version.pdf

